This talk will present some new results for the kinetically-stabilized tandem mirror, which offers exciting improvements compared to tandem mirrors of the 1980's. To put this in context, we first review the original tandem mirror concept successfully demonstrated in TMX at LLNL and elsewhere.
Stabilizer avoids electron cooling by supplying pressure in the fans by injecting low energy ions that reflect from the mirrors before reaching the plug plasma. Viewgraph 6 shows the actual pressure profiles for Case A, scaled to 1 in the plugs.
The stabilizer beam pressure is about 1000 times less than the plug pressure, and the ratio of energies stored in the plug and stabilizer (roughly equal to the ratio of fields) is also 1000. On the other hand, the lifetime of stabilizer ions (just their bounce time) is much shorter, so that for typical 1 KeV Cs stabilizer beams the power to maintain the stabilizer is comparable to that required to maintain the plugs (lifetime ª 0.1 s), both being much less than the fusion power produced in center cells of moderate length < 100 m. Of course, cold plasma is required to provide conduction between the stabilizer and plug, which adds to cooling of the hot plasmas and possibly causes trapped particle modes. Estimates indicate that trapped particle growth rates begin to be suppressed at densities about 10 -4 times the center cell density (a negligible heat load). More work is needed to understand trapped particle modes in the kinetically-stabilized symmetric tandem mirror.
Viewgraph 7 shows results of confinement in a tandem mirror reactor center cell, using the SYMTRAN code with 1-D radial transport and formulas to represent end losses with self-consistently calculated potentials (assuming high field plugs stable to ion cyclotron modes as discussed above). Radial transport of the ions is assumed to be classical, based on success in tokamaks whereby ITG modes are stabilized by electric field shear. Electric field stabilization can more easily be achieved in a tandem mirror, utilizing the natural potential and voltages applied to segmented end plates to shape the profile as needed to stabilize both ITG and rotational modes. The code does include "anomalous" electron heat transport, in gyroBohm form to represent ETG modes that are one candidate for residual electron anomalous transport in tokamaks. Even so, an electron temperature of 80
KeV and a fusion power gain Q = 10 has been obtained, not yet optimized. Here B = 3 T and R (solenoid radius) = 1 m, giving BR = 3 (comparable to that for the poloidal field in ITER but << BR = 15 for the toroidal field). Note that these results were obtained using the original concept for end plugging, demonstrated in TMX, that did not require "thermal barriers".
Viewgraph 8 reviews the necessity for and limitations on high electron temperatures in the original tandem mirror. The maximum achievable T e = 10% of the plug ion energy implies 1 MeV beams in the plugs, now the goal of neutral beams for ITER. The beam power requirement is also similar to that for ITER.
Viewgraph 9 shows theoretical requirements on R p /r Li to stabilize the plugs against the Drift Cyclotron Loss Cone mode (DCLC) thought to be the limiting process. The upper curve corresponds to no streaming of "warm" plasma n W through the plugs, the goal for a reactor. The value of R p /r Li required for stability depends on the plug density, through the ion plasma frequency w pi . At very low density, R p /r Li can be unity, demonstrated in stable BBII experiments that did achieve T e = 10% of the plug ion energy for 1 and 2 KeV beams.
Reactors require R p /r Li > 40 in the plug, which yields BR = 3 in the center cell assumed in Viewgraph 7. A convincing experimental test could be obtained with plugs of lower density and R p /r Li = 10.
Viewgraph 10 summarizes our results: namely, kinetically-stabilized high-field symmetric plugs offer a superior path to steady-state tandem-mirror fusion power systems.
The key issues (kinetic stabilization, plug stability) could be tested in modest facilities. For example, high field plugs in a device like Gamma 10 could perhaps achieve T e = 1 KeV, well beyond previous results in mirror devices.
Original Tandem The criterion for MHD stability of plasma confined in an axisymmetric mirror system is given by theory 
